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Summary
Nanotechnology is understood as the characterization , type, production and use of structures and
systems the exact size and shape of which must be measured on a nanometric scale.
For these reasons, the ability to handle selectively materials of nanometric size has led the industry
to develop raw materials with new properties and significant advantages as compared to the macroscopic world.
Thus new products are being designed, or have been designed, which present such innovative features, also in terms of their applications, as to have already influenced our current lifestyle. A case in
point is the wireless telephone !
According to the US National Science Foundation, the global nano-products market will register a
turnover of over 1,000 billion dollars a year in the nex t I 0-15 years !
And the key to the growth of this market will be the development of technology that allows products
with enhanced unique properties and functionality to move from the laboratory to commerciai products.
Nanotechnology will therefore be able to spearhead innovation, giving new impetus to a globalized
and ever faster trade !
In addition to nove) materials, nano-enabled products are also likely to include highly efficient catalysts, supercapacitors, fast charge/discharge high-energy batteries, membranes with nove! permeation
characteristics, and various biometrie structures that could have applications in medicine as well as
security and identification.
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But the ability to market nano-structured products will depend on the abi lity of companies to produce and contro] this new class of products, meeting the needs of both man and the environment, on the
ability of govemments to regulate their production and use quickly and effectively, a nd on the ability of the products themselves to meet the needs and expectations of consumers.

Riassunto
Per nanotecnolog ia si inte nde la caratterizzazione, la tipologia, la produzione e l' uso di strutture e
siste mi che richiedano l'esatto controllo della loro dimens ione e della loro forma su scala nanometrica.
Per questi motivi l'abilità di manipolare selettivame nte mate riali di grandezza nanometrica, ha portato l' industria a sviluppare materie prime che posseggono nuove proprietà e vantaggi significati vi se
paragonate al mondo macroscopico.
Si stanno così sviluppando o sono stati sviluppati prodotti talmente innovativi anche per le loro
applicazioni , c he hanno già influe nzato l'attuale nostro modo di vivere.
Ne è un esempio il telefono portatile !
Secondo l'opinione della National Scie nce Foundation degli USA, il mercato mondia le dei nano-prodotti svilupperà un fatturato superiore ai 1.000 miliardi di dollari l'anno, pe r i prossimi 10- 15 anni !
La chiave di volta di questa crescita sarà rappresentata dallo sviluppo della tecnologia capace di dar
luogo alla creazione di nano-prodotti che , unici per le loro caratteristi che e proprietà,
La nanotecnologia sarà, quindi, in grado di guidare l'i nnovazione dando un nuovo impulso ad un
commercio ormai globalizzato e sempre più veloce !
Tra i molti materiali già presenti sul mercato si possono ricordare diversi superconduttori, batterie a
più alta carica energetica e d i maggior durata, me mbrane con caratteri di permeazione più elevata,
oltre a di verse strutture biomedicali o microcircuiti particolari da utili zzare nel campo della sicurezza e per la tutela del marchio
L'abilità a commercializzare i prodotti nanostrutturati dipenderà dalla capac ità delle aziende di produrre e controllare questa nuova classe di prodotti ri spettando le esigenze sia dell ' uomo che dell ' a mbie nte e dalla capacità dei Governi, nel saperne rego lamentare rapidamente ed efficacemente la produzione e l' uso oltre, che dall a capac ità dei prodotti stessi nel soddisfare le necessità e le aspettati ve
dei consumatori .
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WHAT IS NANOTECHNOLOGY
Nanotechnology is understood as the characterization, type, production and use of struc tures
and systems the exact size and shape of which
must be measured on a nanometric scale (1).
N anotechnologies are the set of methods and
techniques for processing matter on an atomic
and molecular scale to create products presenting special and improved chemical-physical
features as compared to conventional ones.
What size is a nanometer (nm)?
A nanometer corresponds to one bill ionth of a
me ter (Fig. 1) .
Considering that a bacte rium measures 1000 nm
and that the distance between two carbon atoms
of an organic molecule is 0.15 nm , one can easi-

ly comprehend how difficult it must be for the
industry to work with such scales !
Nevertheless, it is common knowledge that
nanomaterials present mechanical, optical, c hemical , magnetic or electric prope1ties that are
comple tely different from the raw materiai from
whic h they are generated (2).

INDUSTRY, NANOTECHNOLOGY ANO MARKET
For these reasons, the ability to handle selectively materials of nanometric size has led the industry to develop raw mate rials with new properties and significant advantages as compared to
the macroscopic world.
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Fig. 2 Nanotechnology investment forecasts.

New products are being designed, or have been
designed , whic h present such innovative features , also in terms of their applications, as to have
already influenced our c urrent lifestyle. A case in
point is the wireless tele phone!
Other examples of innovative nano-products
present on the market are: sunscreens, some plastic materials with higher eco-efficiency, coating
mate rials that are more resistant to corrosion,
and , naturally, microchips for celi phones, etc ..
How large is this market?
Accord ing to the US National Science
Foundation, the global nano-products market
will registe r a tumover of over 1,000 billion dollars a year in the next 10-15 years ! (Fig.2).

THE TECHNOLOGICAL
PLATFORMS
Thanks to current technological know-how, it is
already possible to build differe nt types of nanostructures (DNA, proteins, cells or viruses, etc.)
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on special chips that can help to better understand the function performed by proteins in cells .
One need only bear in mind that histones are
proteins which the DNA ribbon contained in
every celi winds around (Fig. 3) , and that chromosomes are huge DNA molecules wound up
tidily around the mselves like balls of yarn
(Fig.4). Since a mistake in winding can prevent,
fo r instance, celi reproduction, the simple deregulation of protein activity represents an
essential etiological factor in the pathogenesis of
many diseases .
Thanks to nanotechnology, it is now possible to
modify the chemistry and the topography of the
substratum of celi cultures so as to e nable them
to mime the extracellular matrix, in such a way
that the same signals used by cells in vivo are
released (Fig. 5).
With the use of other technological platforms , it
is possible to obtain thin nanostructured films
organized as nets, capable of providing a huge
surface that is available for interaction with the
skin tissue and the external environment (Fig.6).
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Fig. 6 Nonostructure of chitoson films.
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This was achieved by MAVI with the production
of 240 nm chitin nanofibrils capable of accelerating in a physiological manner the reparation of
damaged skin (Fig. 7) .

CHITIN NANOFIBRILS
Chitin nanofibri ls (Fig. 8), of an average size of
240 nm , can also be used as carriers, since they
can release in a controlled manner active principJes for pharrnacological or cosmetic use, such
as lutein , for instance .
C hiti n is a known natural polyglucoside that is
easily recogn ized a nd hydrolized by the skin 's
cutaneous enzymes, wh ile lutein, a natural oxicarotenoid, is an antioxidant capable of enriching the skin 's antioxidant system. If these two
molecules are properly treated, the complex
resulting from their bonds can surely perform an
interesting protective role on the skin and mucosae. In fact, it is capable of penetrating very easily thrnugh the skin 's layers, if well dosed and
vehicled, without causing toxic side effects and

serving, on the contrary, as an energy deposit
(Fig. 9).
It is interesting to underscore the ease w ith
which these chitin nanofibrils can be included
both in the natural and in the artificial fibers to
generate entirely innovative tissues (Fig. 10).

NANOTECHNOLOGY
ANO DEVELOPMENT
Thi s growth will be determ ined by the development and type of technology capable of generating products which, being unique for their features and properties, wi ll be able to reach the
global market after bei ng developed in a laboratory.
Thus, the d iffe rent technologies, from electronics to optics, from information tec hnoJogy to
biologica! sciences, wh ich are ali geared towards
the creation of products, when nanostructured ,
have generated products so in novative as to be
distributed at world JeveJ in very Jittle time.

Fig. 7 Skin repair through the use of a particular gel containing chitin nanofibrils.
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Fig. 10 Chitin nanofibrils for innovative tissues.

Nanotechnology will therefore be able to spearhead innovation, giving new impetus to a globalized and ... ever faste r market!
While some metals, such as Ti , Cu, Ni and Sn,
have proven to be more pliable and stronger
when nanostructured, many nano-assembled
products have revealed exceptional efficiency
features . These include many substances used in
catalys is, various superconductors, batteries
with a higher energy charge and longer duration,
membranes with higher permeation features, as
well as some biomedica! structures or particular
microcircuits to be used in the field of security
and for brand protection (3).

INNOVATIVE
NANOTECHNOLOGIES
Some examples of such innovative technologies

are electronic nano-tubes, structures used in
information technology and in many medicai
fields like molecular diagnostics based on nanostructured biosensors (Fig.11), or nanostructures
capable of transporting drugs or active principles
for cosmetic use (4), or polymers used for diagnostic or monitoring purposes, etc. (5) .
Nanotechnology has therefore inspired the development of exceptionally small and low-energy
sensors that have made it possible to create wireless sensors, wh ich are useful in various applications, from CBRNE (the Chemical, Biologica!,
Radiologica!, N uclear and Explosives industry)
to medicai diagnostics.
Furthermore, in the area of security, particular
nano-sensors have been introduced which, inserted in particular systems of fluids , are starting to
be used to protect and alert infrastructures in
case of natural disasters or terrorist-related
events (6) .
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EAPSensors

Fonte: D.i.ni lo In Ross i

Miiano, 15-16 Novembre 2006

Fig. 11 EAP sensors designed with Electroactive Polymers.

Also crucial for our growth is the ability to capture, file a nd anal yze a great deal of information.
Thus, the development of these new syste ms of
sensors associateci with the use of state-of-theart information technology will step up our abi1ity to quickly perceive, understand and process
complex messages that are hard to interpret.

MARKETING NANO-STRUCTURED PRODUCTS
The ab ility to market nano-structured products
will depe nd on the abil ity of companies to produce and contro! this new class of products,
meeting the needs of both man and the e nvironment, on the ability of go vemments to regulate
their production and use quickly and effectively,
and on the ability of the products themselves to
meet the needs and expectations of consu mers.
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That is why it is necessary forali these nano-products to be designed a nd sold in a way that fully
respects the health of consumers and the e nvironment; in other words, they must be bio and
ecocompatible.
In order to reach these objectives, industries
must c reate new plants, investing the necessary
capitai , while governme nts must support adequately and with rapid decisions these industriai
efforts also by introducing new services.
On the other hand, both industries and the Italian
government should significantly increase investments in research and development to keep
pace with more virtuous European countries and
with the US and China. In fact, Ital y must be
more competitive at the intemational leve! to
maintain the leve) of wellbeing reached by its
citizens.
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RISKS I BENEFITS OF
NANOPRODUCTS
Any production process that generates profit inevitably entai ls risks and benefits.
Naturally, this also applies to ali nanostructured
processes. When assessing the risks/benefits of
these new chemical structures, the products must
be distinguished according to two main categories: nanoderivatives present in nature and manmade ones.
It is therefore necessary to deterrnine whether
they can be absorbed through the skin or rnucous
rnembranes, contro li ing their possible topical
and/or systemic tox icity; needless to say, this
should be done after studying their physical-chemical properties, such as for instance: (a) the
state of distribution of the single nanoparticles;
(b) the state of agglomeration and size of their

crystal structure; (e) the composition and chemical features of the developed surface; (d) the
electrical charges present in their structure; and
(e) their possible porosity.
Synthetic nanostructures include , for instance,
fullerene which, depending on whether or not it
includes OH groups in its st.ructure, displays
cornpletely different chemical/physical properties and behaviours, also developing a different
tendency for transcutaneous penetration .
Another example of a product "created" in the
lab is the carbon nanotube which is also used in
the biomedical field.
These, like other synthetic nanostructures , penetrate inter- or intracutaneously in the conventional way (Fig.12). Trials showed that nanotubes
can be inserted in the keratinocytes at different
levels, remaining intact within biological structures (Fig. 13 and 14).

Fig. 12 Skin penetrotion as a target for studying the possible toxicity of active principles.
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Fig. 13 Penetration of nanotubes through the skin layers. Detail.

Fig. 14 Penetration of nanotubes through the skin layers. Detail.

A completely different behaviour was observed
in natural nanostructures like chitin nanofibril
(7 ,8) (Fig. 15), which, like polyglucoside, is rapidly catabolized and reduced to glucose and glucosamine by the enzymes of the skin following
the normai catabolic process (9) (Fig .l 6).
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In fact, these nanofibrils , on which chemicalphysical as well as biological studies have already been conducted, appear to be useful as active
carriers to be employed in cosmetics as well as
in the area of smart bio tissues (10).
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Fig, 15 Chitin nanofribrils.

---

Chitin

Physiological Solution

Fig, 16 The celi activity carried out by chitin nanofibtrils corresponds perfectly with the activity carried
out by a normai vehicle.
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Naturally, in order to be applied to the skin for
pharmaceutical or cosmetic purposes, ali these
nanostructures must be introduced in suitable
vehicles capable of transporting them through ali
the viable cell layers.
It is therefore possible to create macro, micro or
nanoemulsions made up of different sized particles, the shape and size of which must be known
(Fig.17) .
Thus, it is necessary to prove by means of trials
the types and features of the emulsion considered and the size of the paiticles obtained (Fig .
18, 19) following the model, for instance, of
NANOCREAM®by Sinerga (l I ).
In any event, it is important to underscore that
nanotechnolog ies can surely offer new benefits
to society, be a source of new progress and create new jobs, thus improving also the quality of
our !ife.
However, it is necessary for research to dedicate

more resources to assess their safety and determine the impact that nanomaterials will have on
the environment and on health.
Therefore, it is important that Worldwide
Member States foc us their resources on developing the methodologies to be followed, while
industries monitor their products and production
methodologies, verifying the impact they have
on human health and the environment.
To this end , European chemical industries have
actively participated in and supported specific
national
and
international
projects
involving
nanoproducts
(Nanocare
(www.nanopartikel.info/
and
NanoSafe2
(www.nanosafe.org) to verify their potential
effects on man and the environment (J 2).
There are many challenges to be overcome in the
initiatives against and in the ones in favour of the
more or less rapid distribution of nanoproducts
(13) (Fig. 20).

Fig. 17 Copper nano-particles from a microemulsion: contrai of size and dimension.
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Fig. 19 Characterization of the micelles of a SINERGA nanocream (Nanocream).
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CONCLUSIONS
In order to market nanostructured products and
develop the relateci production processes, in the
short term both the industry and governments
shall have to invest on building new infrastructure and utilize venture capitai. On the other
hand, the implementation and long-term success
of nanotechnologies shall depend on a rational,
informed and transparent dialogue among ali the
parties involved, which shall have to try to
understand both the potential for developing a
green and sustainabJe chemistry and the potential negative effects on human health and the
environment that may arise.
Side effects must be reduced and aspects that
may help to improve the effectiveness of the products must be enhanced as much as possible.
The constant and factual collaboration of governments , universities and industries will lead to
organizing new technological platforms and new
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products capable of enhancing the quality of I ife
of individuals and of society as a whole. This
project is part of the 7th European framework
Programme (FP7) in which platform 4 is devoted entirely to nanotechnologies (Theme 4:
Nanoscience, Nanotechnologies, Materials and
New production technologies) with special projects targeted especially to European SMEs
(Small and Medium-sized companies) (14). This
important opportunity should be seized by presenting research projects financed by the EU
with some 53 billion Euros in the next 6 years.
Another opportunity has been the 8th Congress
of the International Society of Cosmetic
Dermatology (I.S.C.D.) held this year in Beijing
on 20-23 October. This important meeting organized by the Associations of Dermatologists and
Chinese Medicai Doctors has been attended by
the world's leading experts in Derrnatology,
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Cosmetology and Wellbeing (Fig.21) . Indeed,
many sessions has been dedicateci to Diet
Supplements and special foods, health and leather tissues and, naturally, Cosmeceuticals and
Natural Cosmetics.

In a completely globalized world, it is necessary
now to compete also with the Chinese people,
not onl y in the area of nanotechnologies but in
ali rapidly expanding sectors .
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